openQA Tests - action #25896
[sle][functional] Create test suite to test adding addon medium on SLE 15
2017-10-10 15:11 - riafarov

Status:

Resolved

Start date:

2017-10-10

Priority:

High

Due date:

2017-10-25

Assignee:

riafarov

% Done:

0%

Category:

New test

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

Milestone 11

Difficulty:
Description
Outcome of https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/25626
As for existing extensions and modules, user is supposed to use proxy SCC, we miss test which verifies that this functionality works.
So for WE on SLE15 we have we-module now and don't trigger we-ftp at all anymore. But we want to test the use of any addon as a
network repository which we should not miss. I suggest we check that we have this, e.g. with HA addon medium. It's not about the
specific addon or module but about the yast installer feature so we could choose any.
suggestions
look for current state of SLE15 test to verify we have at least one test suite testing adding addons from an external medium,
http, ftp, etc.
adapt/add corresponding test suites for SLE15
Related issues:
Related to openQA Tests - action #25626: [sle][functional] test fails in addo...

Resolved

2017-09-27

Related to openQA Tests - action #25456: [sle][functional] Test multi-module ...

Resolved

2017-09-20

2017-10-25

History
#1 - 2017-10-10 15:11 - riafarov
- Priority changed from Normal to High
#2 - 2017-10-10 15:12 - riafarov
- Related to action #25626: [sle][functional] test fails in addon_products_sle - Invalid add-on ftp url for WE added
#3 - 2017-10-10 15:26 - riafarov
- Due date set to 2017-10-25
- Target version set to Milestone 11
#4 - 2017-10-17 07:48 - riafarov
- Status changed from New to In Progress
#5 - 2017-10-17 16:50 - riafarov
Added required changes to sync HA module repo. Seems that test with ftp will require some more changes.
Was decided that will use all packages iso for testing of the addon on iso.
Additionally, after our changes to rsync.pl as we don't sync any other iso except Packages, I've added BUILD_HA variable to the mediums.
#6 - 2017-10-18 10:32 - riafarov
- Related to action #25456: [sle][functional] Test multi-module media on openQA added
#7 - 2017-10-18 12:38 - riafarov
For ftp and http we have to new test suites: addon-module-ftp, addon-module-http
https://openqa.suse.de/tests/overview?build=303.1&groupid=96&distri=sle&version=15
Moving to SLE15 Functional.
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#8 - 2017-10-18 13:39 - riafarov
Fix for s390x and ppc, which is required to run tests: https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/3739
#9 - 2017-10-18 15:04 - riafarov
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
addon-module-ftp and addon-module-http added to functional job group, test for iso added here: https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/25456 and is
called skip_registration+all-packages-iso
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